BRITA
INDICATORS
BRITA produce many different jug systems and each model will
use one of 3 filter indicators. Please see below for the different
types of indicator –

The BRITA Memo is a digital clock that will automatically count
down a set period of 4 weeks. Upon testing it was found that in
average water hardness conditions this was the estimated lifespan
of a BRITA filter cartridge. Each cartridge has the capacity to filter
up to about 100 litres of mains tap water in the UK.
The BRITA® Meter is the first filter cartridge exchange indicator to
take your individual usage situation into account. The BRITA® Meter
determines the optimal time for cartridge replacement depending on
the quantity of water filtered, water quality (hardness) and time for
which the cartridge has been in use. The BRITA® Meter is equipped
with an integrated conductivity measuring gauge to determine the
water hardness, a volume counter which measures the number of
filtered litres while the cartridge is in use and a timer. If it is the meter
that is required please can you confirm the size of your jug? Is it an
XL or Cool, a slim line jug that will fit into the fridge door?
The LED Smart Light status indication is based on time and volume
measurement. The BRITA LED Smart Light has a tilting sensor. It
recognizes the degree of tilting of the Style jug. Once the jug is tilted
more than 30 degrees, the software inside the LED Smart Light
starts counting the time the jug is being tilted hence how long water
is being poured out of the jug. The BRITA LED Smart Light is not only
measuring the time since the last activation of the cartridge status
indicator but also registers the volume of water filtered with the BRITA
fill&enjoy Style. Using the intuitive traffic light logic, the BRITA LED
Smart Light will communicate the status of the filter cartridge in a user
friendly way any time.

Continued...

Resetting your indicator
Please click here for a video regarding indicators.
We hope you find this helpful.
The indicator will need to be reset with each cartridge change to advise when
your cartridge needs changing

Memo
Hold down
the start button
until all 4 bars
flash twice

Meter

Hold down
the start button
until all 4 bars
flash twice

LED Smart Meter

Hold down light button on top of jug for
5 – 10 seconds until light pulses green
three times
The light will only pulse 3 times after
water has been poured to show
cartridge status

If you have further enquiries please do not hesitate getting in touch with the
BRITACare team on 0344 742 4800 and we will be happy to help.

